
May 21, 2020

Welcome to the final half term of Year 1! 

This week we will be exploring the short film 'Adrift'. 

Before you watch the film:

Look at the picture and think about the title 'Adrift' - what do you 
think this story is about?

Enjoy!

https://www.literacyshed.com/adrift.html
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WALT: Explain using 'because'. Week 1 Lesson 1

It must be amazing to live on the back of an animal! What 
exciting adventures you could have! Look at some of the 

pictures - would you like to live on the back of any of them? 
Why? Remember, they will also be able to fly just like the 

whale! Use 'because' to explain your answer.

Tiger
Komodo dragon

Dolphin Hawk
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I would choose to live on the back of a  huge lemur 
with giant hands because if we arrived on a rainforest 
planet I would love to climb the highest tree. My 
second choice animal would be a...because...

Toolkit
• Capital letters / full 
stops / finger spaces
• Explain using 'because'
• Add adjectives to 
describe your animal.

Using the toolkit:

Lions and Cheetahs! 2 sentences - your first and second choice 
animal you would live on and why using 'because', also adding in 1 
adjective per sentence. You can use my sentence starters (in 
green). 

Hyenas! 2 sentences - your first and second choice animal you would 
live on and why using 'because', also adding in 2 adjectives per 
sentence. You can use my sentence starters too (in green). 

WALT: Explain using 'because'. Week 1 Lesson 1

Miss Grimstead has chosen her first and second choice animal and 
is halfway through her writing. She has described her first 
choice using 'because' to explain why and some adjectives to add 
detail.
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If the young girl, who lived on the back of the whale, was 
sat in this chair, what questions would you ask her?

Use these starters to come up with some questions:

How... 

Where...

Why...

What...

Who...

Which...

When...

Which answers do you think the girl would give to 
your questions?

WALT: Write questions to a character using the correct 
punctuation.

Week 1 Lesson 2

These starters help you to ask 'open-ended' questions, 
questions where the answer has to be explained rather than 
just a 'yes' or 'no' ('closed' questions). This way, you get to 

know more and they are more interesting!

For example...

'Closed' question: Are you happy living on your whale? Yes / no 
answer.

'Open' question: How do you find living on your whale? I find 
it exciting because I get to discover new parts of the planet 

but I sometimes feel lonely. 
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An example for you:

How did you end up living on the back of a humungous 
whale?

One day, my mum and dad discovered the massive whale 
while they were sailing across the deep ocean. The 
whale started speaking, asking them whether they 
would like a ride. My mum loved it so much that they 
decided to keep the whale company by living on its back.  

Where...

Who...

Why...

What...

Which...

When...

Write questions for the girl using 
different starters to the question 
(in gold below for you) and the 
answers you think the girl would 
give. 

Lions and Cheetahs! 2 questions 
and answers.

Hyenas! 3 questions and answers.

Toolkit
• Capital letters / full 
stops / finger spaces
• Start your question with 
'how', 'what', 'who', 
'why', 'what', 'which' or 
'when'
• Use question marks (?) at 
the end of your question.

WALT: Write questions to a character using the correct 
punctuation.

Week 1 Lesson 2
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WALT: Write a diary entry using the first-person. Week 1 - Lesson 3

Let's think back to the animals we decided we 
would like to live on the most. For example, I 

chose to live on the back of a giant lemur! 

Imagine that yesterday you went on the best 
adventure you have ever been on with your animal! 

-Where did you go?

-What did you find there?

-What did you do there? 

You have five minutes to think of answers to the these 
questions in your head or you can dot them down, it is up 

to you.
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WALT: Write a diary entry using the first-person. Week 1 - Lesson 3

Here are my answers:

Where did you go? 

I went to an incredible looking planet 
covered in a beautiful rainforest. 

What did you find there?

I found an ancient tree softly glowing with 
a small door. I crawled through it and saw 
something very strange, it was the lemur's 

long-lost brother who was a scientist!

What did you do there? 

I did some fantastic experiments in the 
tree. Then, I reunited him with his 

brother. They were very happy to see 
each other!

Today let's turn our answers into a diary 
entry!
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Dear Diary,

Yesterday I went on the best adventure of my life! In the morning, 
we passed an incredible looking planet covered in a beautiful 
rainforest and decided to explore it. Once we had landed among the 
tall trees I said goodbye to the lemur who was looking for some 
breakfast. After that, I noticed an ancient tree softly glowing with 
a small door which I then crawled through and saw something very...  

I have started my diary 
entry using my answers to 
the questions. See what 
you think! How could I 
improve it? 

Toolkit
• Capital letters / full stops / finger 

spaces
• First-person  - I, me, we
• Add time connectives e.g. this 

morning, then, after that, in the 
afternoon

• Start with Dear Diary,

WALT: Write a diary entry using the first-person. Week 1 - Lesson 3

I am excited to hear all about your adventure! Just like I have, use the 
answers to the questions to write your diary.

Everyone write at least three sentences and then check to see that you 
have used your toolkit. As a challenge, add in adjectives to describe 

what you see! 
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SPaG Fridays!

Week 1 - Lesson 4WALT: Use exclamation marks.

Today we are going to be learning all about using exclamation marks! Follow 
this link to complete the lesson and activities:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvyvbdm

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvyvbdm

